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Heat	Energy	and	Thermoelectric	Activity 

 

Purpose: 
- To demonstrate that heat is a form of energy by introducing students to Thermoelectric 

generators (TEGs) and their applications, and to give the students the opportunity to use a 

TEG to design and construct their own electrical generators allowing them to gain a better 

understanding of how heat moves and how much energy is available in the form of heat.  

For a link to this lesson and others, go to www.uwyo.edu/nanotech. 

Vocabulary:  
- Thermoelectric: a term identifying materials with the exceptional properties of producing 

electrical current from temperature differentials and moving heat using electrical current. 

- Thermoelectric Generator (aka Peltier Junction or a TEG): A device made of thermoelectric 

materials that converts heat energy into electrical energy and also can operate in reverse to 

move heat energy when connected to electrical power.  For a brief animated video that 

helps explain the key principle, the Seebeck Effect, visit this video on YouTube.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmtGHH_IEDQ&feature=youtube_gdata 

- Thermal Conduction: The ability of a material to move heat. 

- Heat Sink: A finned metal object, commonly found in computers, used to quickly transfer 

heat from a surface to the ambient atmosphere. 

Lessons: 
Set up and prep time for this lesson will take the instructor 15 minutes.  The cost of TEGs, heat 

sink compound, and heat sinks (for a class of 25 students) will be around $100.  You will need a 

block period or two 50 minutes class periods to complete this experiment. 

- Heat is a form of energy and is the first form of energy humans began using.  Even modern 

power generation starts with heat from burning fuels. 

- Energy cannot be extracted from heat unless the heat is moving.  A good analogy is to 

imagine generating power from a hydroelectric plant; just having a big reservoir of water 

does not create electricity, the water must travel through a generator toward a lower point.  

Heat must move through a generator towards a colder point.  So while there may be a lot of 

heat energy in the air on a hot day, there is no way to produce electricity from that energy 
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unless the heat has somewhere to go.  Conversely, a hot cup of coffee may have less overall 

heat energy than bathtub of lukewarm water, but the energy is much easier to extract from 

the hot coffee because is easier to move heat away from a hotter object. 

- TEGs can generate electricity when each side is exposed to different temperatures and can 

operate in reverse to create a temperature difference when connected to an electrical 

current source. 

- In order to maintain a high temperature difference across a TEG heat must efficiently move 

from the heat source to the hot side of a TEG and also be efficiently drawn from the cold 

side of the TEG to a heat sink.  For example, a metal surface can move heat from a flame to 

the TEG much more effectively than a piece of glass. 

- With a little help and experimentation, the students should determine that heat conducts 

better with a larger contact surface area between materials, shorter path length for the 

heat, and that some materials work better than others, such as metal vs. glass. 

- Concepts behind thermoelectric generation and refrigeration 

o A TEG's voltage output is directly related to the temperature difference between each 

face of the device. 

o Heat must move through the device; simply finding something hot or connecting the 

TEG to a battery is not enough to make a generator or refrigerator.  A cold place is 

required for heat to move, thus a temperature difference. 

o TEGs are not very efficient.  For every unit of heat energy moved (for refrigeration) or 

converted into useful energy (for generation), 19 units of additional heat energy need to 

be accounted for, otherwise your device will heat up and will not work well, if at all. 

Materials: 

 

- Thermoelectric Generator (aka Peltier Junction).  These can be 

found from a number of online sources.  Here is a link to some 

from Amazon:  http://www.amazon.com/TEC1-12709-

Thermoelectric-Cooler-Peltier-138-6Wmax/dp/B002UQ150Q 

        

 

 

- Heat sinks.  The purpose of a heat-sink is to transfer heat away from the TEG and radiate the 

heat to the atmosphere, keeping the TEG cool.  They can be purchased in wide varieties 

fairly inexpensively.  Heat-sinks can be found in some PC parts stores, otherwise this is a link 

for a good TEG heat-sink: http://www.amazon.com/Cosmos-northbridge-
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aluminum-heatsink-desktop/dp/B006383N8E/ref=sr_1_14?ie=UTF8&qid=1329253135&sr=8-

14, or for a more conveniently shaped one; http://www.amazon.com/Zalman-ZM-NB47J-

Fanless-Northbridge-Heatsink/dp/B000292DNQ/ref=dp_cp_ob_e_title_0 

    

 

- Access to cold and hot materials, such as hot or cold water, ice, rock salt for ice, cold 

windows, warm hands, candles, torches etc… 

- Heat sink compound (not necessary, but helps create better contact between surfaces, 

available at Radio Shack or other electronic stores) 

- Little electric motors.  LEDs require a higher voltage than most students can produce with a 

TEG, but anything that will work at 1V or below can be used easily.  With a high temperature 

difference (torch to ice), a small buzzer or even an LED can be activated, and the motors will 

spin very fast. 

- Alligator clips, two per setup 

- Containers for water, such as Tupperware, glass beakers, pie pans, and cups.  The more 

options in materials, the better. 

- Volt meter 

- Infrared temperature sensor 

Plan: 
 Introduce TEGs, and working principles:  TEGs can convert heat energy into electrical energy, but 

require certain conditions to do this; heat must flow through a TEG, meaning there must be a 

temperature difference between each face of the device; otherwise no electricity will be produced.  This 

also means that a TEG cannot be applied to anything that is hot and produce energy unless it is also 

attached to something that is of lower temperature.  A greater temperature difference equals a greater 

heat flow which equals a higher electrical output.  The open circuit voltage of the TEG has a linear 

relationship with the temperature difference.  TEGs today are only about 5% efficient.  For power 

generation, this means that for every 19 units of energy moved from face to face, only 1 unit of 

electrical energy is produced.  The greatest challenge in this activity is removing heat from the "cold" 

side fast enough to keep the "cold" side cold.  It is also useful to link this activity to current events, such 

as the NASA Mars rover Curiosity, which uses TEG technology for its power instead of solar panels. 

 For refrigeration the same challenge exists.  When connected to a battery, a TEG will become 

colder on one face and hot on the other.  This is a fun demonstration to try with a 9V battery and a TEG 

while students hold the TEG.  When the battery polarity is reversed, the temperature difference 

reverses.  With sufficient current, the TEG used in this lab can achieve a maximum of a 50°C 

temperature difference between the hot face and cold face.  So if the hot face is kept at around 20°C 

using ice water, the cold face will be well below freezing and be able to freeze a drop of water instantly.  

However, to achieve a 50°C difference in temperature, the device needs over 100W of energy, of which 
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95% must be dissipated while the remaining 5% of energy goes into moving heat.  So while freezing a 

drop of water on one face, the other face is quickly turning the ice water into room temperature water. 

 Drawing a conceptual picture can help explain the heat flow, imagining heat as a container of 

water.  Hotter items are at a higher elevation, so the heat will naturally flow downhill toward a colder, 

lower elevation.  The size of the container would represent how much heat energy is there, so if your 

heat is flowing down toward a colder container, you’d want that lower container to be large enough to 

contain the heat.  For example, an ice cube as a cold container might work well for a short time, but a 

cold soda can is a much larger container and will work longer even though it is not as cold as an ice cube.   

 Show a pictorial example of how a generator or refrigerator might be constructed, but leave the 

details to the students. 

 

 Before, during, or after, use student input to write on the board some concepts that might be 

experimented with.  What produces the highest voltage?  What can be improved? 

 Allow the students to gather materials and start constructing devices.  They can see how fast 

they can get a motor to spin, or they can measure how high their voltage gets without a motor 

connected.  They should collect data of what open circuit voltage (no motor or other load connected) 

they measure at what temperature differences, which they can later put in a graph to see the linear 

relationship between temperature difference and voltage.  Students can use the infrared thermometer 

to check the difference in temperature between the hot and cold surface of the TEG.  Towards the end 

of activity time, several constructions can be connected in series or parallel to make a more powerful 

generator. 

 Wrap up with questions and activities: 

-Is their graph of temperature difference (x-axis) vs. voltage (y-axis) linear?  Why or why 

not?  What may have contributed to the error? 
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-What design factors made their device work better or worse?  How does material type 

and dimensions affect heat flow? 

-Applications: What they would do with a TEG if they had access to any materials and 

equipment they wanted. 

-If a TEG were more or less efficient, how would that change their design? 

On the right is a picture of a very successful generator some 

students came up with.  One heat sink is exposed to flame and 

the other heat sink is in ice.  The TEG is between the heat sinks.  

These students nearly reached an open circuit voltage of 5V.   

Other students used one of those coffee containers full of hot 

water, with a heat sink hanging into the water.  The TEG was on 

top, and on top of that was another heat sink exposed to the 

air.  That configuration was able to generate 1V and run a 

motor, but also lasted for at least an hour. 

Refrigeration Demo: 
 If equipment is available, a demonstration of the refrigeration power of a Peltier Junction can be 

done using a power supply capable of about 50-130W at 12V (a car battery works).  The device MUST be 

kept cool during this demonstration or it will burn itself up.  Use a container of ice water to keep the 

heat-sink the device is attached to cool.  Use heat-sink compound to ensure good contact between the 

face of the generator and the heat-sink.  Keep the other face open to air.  Ensure you connect the right 

terminals to the battery, so the open face gets cold.  With proper cooling of the heat sink and enough 

power, the effect should be immediate and a drop of water on the face will freeze instantly.  The 

students can poke the droplet to make sure and feel how cold the face is.  An infrared thermometer can 

be used to check the temperatures.  When power is disconnected, the cooling effect will disappear and 

the drop will melt quickly. 

Precautions: 

- Make sure the students can safely handle boiling water and other hot items. 

- During the refrigeration demonstration, keep all connections dry and students away from 

any open connections, such as alligator clips.  The current produced by a car battery can be 

hazardous and may not give students much time to learn! 

If using candles as a heat source, beware of burning the wires off the device or the sealant around the 

device.  Attach a metal plate to the TEG surface (the heat sink compound is thick enough to work as a 

sort of glue) and heat the metal plate instead of the TEG surface directly. 
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Wyoming State Standards in Science Content this lesson addresses: 

Physical systems SC8.1.12 Forms and uses of energy. 

 SC8.1.13 Conservation of energy. 

Science as inquiry SC8.2.2 Students use inquiry to conduct 

scientific investigation. 

 SC8.2.3 Students communicate their results. 

 SC8.2.4 Students recognize the relationship 

between science and technology. 

 SC8.2.5 Students use proper safety. 

History and nature of science in 

personal and social decisions. 

SC8.3.1 Students explore how this device 

could be used to impact personal and 

social decisions. 

 SC8.3.2 Students explore how this device 

could help with efficiency of vehicles. 

Physical systems SC11.1.12 Conservation of energy and increase 

in disorder. 

 SC11.1.13 Energy and matter. 

Science as inquiry SC11.2.2 Students use inquiry to conduct 

scientific investigation. 

 SC11.2.3 Students communicate their results. 

 SC11.2.4 Students recognize the relationship 

between science and technology. 

 SC11.2.5 Students use proper safety. 

History and nature of science in 

personal and social decisions. 

SC11.3.1 As scientific knowledge evolves it 

impacts decisions. 
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 SC11.3.2 Students examine how this device 

could impact decisions. 

 


